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Regional History
The continent of Mingleton is comprised of ten countries, among them Coastlandia, 
Lockivo, and Nortica. These three states were originally one unified State called 
Shellumbria until a civil war broke out in 1946. Tensions had been increasing for a 
while as Shellumbria consisted of three distinct groups, and these tensions amounted 
to a five-year civil war. In 1949 the fighting culminated, resulting in the destruction of 
all of the major cities and thousands of lives lost.  

By 1951, the three groups signed a peace agreement, which split what was Shellumbria 
into the three States based off of the highest concentration of each ethnic group. Thus, 
the borders of Coastlandia encompass what was the coastal region of Shellumbria, 
Lockivo comprises the rainforest interior, and Norticao is made up the northernmost 
region of the continent and thereby is bordered by both sea and rainforest. See Figure 1.  

Nortica has good relations with everyone in the continent as well as internationally. After 
the separation of Shellumbria, Nortica had a smooth transition, electing a President and 
rebuilding infrastructure. Nortica utilized its prime location of access to the sea, rainforest, 
desert and mountains to attract tourists from all over the world, which quickly stimulated 
their economy. This allowed them to become the regional hub for innovative social media 
platforms, and now is the global headquarters for ChirpPlace. Both of these industries 
combined enabled Nortica to recover more quickly than Coastlandia or Lockivo. 

Tensions remain high between Coastlandia and Lockivo. The ethnic groups that 
make up both States were fairly distributed amongst both regions, and the breakup 
of Shellumbria caused a fractious exchange of populations. Much of the population 
of Lockivo, especially the descendants of those who lived for generations in what is 
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now Coastlandia, feel that the peace agreement put them at an unfair disadvantage 
as Lockivo’s lack of access to the coast has negatively impacted their economy, while 
the Coastlandian economy has boomed in no small part due to their ability to trade and 
bring in cruise ships of tourists.  

Lockivo was the most economically affected by the civil war, because it was the 
epicenter of most of the fighting. Lockivo’s recovery following the civil war was much 
slower than its neighbors as most of its vital infrastructure was completely destroyed.  
Moreover, a significant portion of its population became impoverished after choosing to 
return to the territory of Lockivo, where most of their ethnicity (Abori) were located pre 
and consequently post-civil war. Those that returned were mostly fisherman who lost 
their livelihoods due Lockivo losing access to the sea.  

The peace agreement left open the possibility of Lockivo leasing, at a small rate, a port 
on the coast of either Coastlandia or Nortica. Lockivo has continuously asked for a port, 
the use of a port, or other arrangements that will allow Lockivo to engage in maritime 
commerce as it did prior to the conflict. Lockivo has unique agriculture and terrain and 
their products are internationally desired, but the high duties imposed by Coastlandia to 
ship Lockivian goods by sea extremely costly, though much faster and not quite as costly 
as transporting goods over land. 
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COASTLANDIA



Capital: The capital of Coastlandia is Sandbria, which houses most government infrastructure, 
manufacturing plants, museums from pre and post-civil war, and the Costlandian High Court.  

Economy: Coastlandia is the regional economic power, primarily because of its long coastline 
with the Westovia Sea. Coastlandia is the wealthiest country in Mingleton and its economy has 
consistently grown since the end of the civil war. Coastlandia dominates the regional maritime 
trade.  Coastlandia has a huge fishing industry, and fish and fish products are their primary exports.  
Some of the fish exported by Coastlandia are unique to the Westovian Sea. Coastlandia also has 
a thriving tourist trade as whales and dolphins migrate to the Westovia Sea during the summer 
months, which lures tourists from all over the world. Coastlandia also began hosting internationally 
renowned religious festivals of Dolism. 

Geography: Coastlandia is on the west coast of Mingleton and shares a border of 854 miles 
with Nortica and a 632-mile border with Lockivo. Roughly 12% of the Kinabalulu Rainforest is located 
inside Coastlandia. Coastlandia controls access to the Westovian Sea, and borders Lockivo at the 
Alite mountain range and Nortica at the Shara desert.  

Government: Coastlandia is a presidential republic. The country is headed by a President, who is 
elected for 15-year terms by a committee made up of current and former military officials. The two 
parties of the republic are the Coralites and the Wavians. The current President is Fydor Akali of 
the Wavians, who have held the Presidential seat for the last ten years.  The President appoints 
the members of the judiciary, and the members of his cabinet, but is not responsible to the 
legislature. Coastlandia provides free education and healthcare to all citizens. 

Military and Security: Coastlandia has heavily invested in their military post-civil war. Their military 
services include an army, navy, and air force.  Three years of military service is compulsory for all 
citizens once they reach age 18. Coastlandia does have a Coast Guard, but it operates under the 
Department of Transportation during peace time. It can be moved under the Department of Defense 
in war by a Presidential Executive Order.

Natural Resources: Sand, marine life, copper, and cobalt. 

People and Society: 99.7% of the population of Coastlandia is made up of the same ethnic 
group and religion (Dolism). 91.8% of the population is urban.  50% of the population lives in or 
around Sandbria. Most of the remaining population lives in one of the other two major cities, which 
are along the trade routes to Nortica, Lockivo and Blamore. Coastlandia has only one populated 
rural area between the Alite region and the infamous Orcaton beach.  
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LOCKIVO



Capital: The capital of Lockivo is Gemzoo, named after their two biggest contributions to the 
economy. Approximately 5 million people live in Gemzoo, but it fluctuates depending on the season.  

Economy: The primary economy of Lockivo is agriculture and farming. Lockivo’s primary export 
is agricultural products and it produces many tropical fruits and vegetables that are considered 
delicacies throughout the world.  Moreover, recent discoveries of treatments and cures for a variety 
of diseases from medicinal plants found deep in the Kinabalulu rainforest have spurred significant 
interest from the scientific research community.  Lockivo spends millions annually to protect the 
ecosystem of the Kinabalulu rainforest and does not permit non-Lockivo visitors outside of a handful 
of prominent scientists and researchers. Lockivo is currently considering allowing tourists to visit 
parts of Kinabalulu as a new source of economic growth.  

Geography:  Lockivo is landlocked, and is bordered by the nations of Nortica, Coastlandia, 
Floraland, and Blamore, which is the East Coast of Mingleton. Lockivo contains 88% of the 
Kibanalulu rainforest, and on the very west of the State is a section of the Alite mountain range.   

Government: Lockivo is a parliamentary republic, with a legislative house of commons led by an 
executive Prime Minister. Lockivo has an independent judiciary. The current Prime Minister is Elsa 
Newbury, who is running for reelection in the parliamentary elections scheduled for next month.  

Military and Security: Lockivo has a moderately large military, who are rigorously trained and 
equipped with the most advanced weapons, which they fund through the profit from their exports. 
The country also has extremely tight border security and national security measures in place due to 
tensions with Coastlandia.  Five years of military service is required for all citizens once they reach 
the age of 18. Although not officially associated with the Lockivoan military, there have been verified 
links between the military and the organized armed group FreeTheSEA. 

Natural Resources: Gold, minerals, rare earth metals, fauna, arable land, and unique mammals and 
birds. Lockivo leads the world in the protection and preservation of wildlife.  Lockivo’s internationally 
renowned educational programs and wildlife sanctuaries have been extremely successful in 
protecting and preserving the fauna and wildlife of the Kibanalulu rainforest. 

People and Society: 99.9% of Lockivo belongs to the same ethnic group, the Aboris, and the 
population is fairly evenly divided between the region’s two major religions (Arborphile and 
Elepha). Only 25% of the population is urban, as most citizens reside in the rural areas of the 
country either as farmers or guardians of the Kibanalulu rainforest. Many Lockivians have 
inhabited the Kibanalulu rainforest for generations, even throughout the civil war. 
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NORTICA



Capital: he capital of Nortica is Poley which is home to 8.6 million people. The creation of campuses for tech 
start-ups and platforms has drawn around 90% of the population to urban areas

Economy: Due to Nortica’s varying terrain and natural beauty, and the cosmopolitan city of Poley, post-
civil war Nortica focused on its tourism industry. Due to the ability to offer every kind of vacation within its 
borders, Nortica has been rated the go-to tourist destination since 1997. By utilizing the profits made from 
tourism, Nortica began investing into its technological capabilities and is now the regional hub for innovative 
social media platforms and the global headquarters for ChirpPlace which is the fastest growing social media 
platform used by 90% of the world’s population. Nortica controls all content, access and data collection for 
every country, but is slowly creating regional headquarters around the globe. They have made a statement that 
they will continue to run the Mingleton headquarters for at least the next ten years, as no other country in the 
continent has the technological capabilities to do so. Now, the Nortican economy is heavily based on the 
tech sector, which includes not only social media companies, but their burgeoning tech development industry, 
which is leading the world in innovating new technologies. The government supports these endeavors through 
free high school and university education for all.   

Geography: Nortica covers the entire northern coast of Mingleton. It is the largest country in the continent 
covering 193,289 square miles and has the most diverse terrain next to the Westovia Sea, the Kibanalulu 
rainforest, the Shara desert, and the Alite mountainous regions. 

Government: Nortica is a democratic republic with a bi-cameral legislative Congress, an Executive branch led 
by a president, and a judiciary branch. The current president is Pamela Brown. 

Military and Security: Nortica maintains a small all-volunteer military comprised of a navy, army, air force, and 
cyber force. 

Natural Resources: Hardwood lumber, natural gas reserves, coal, iron ore, and limestone.

People and Society: Mingleton is comprised of three ethnicities, and while Coastlandia and Lockivo are 
ethnically homogenous, Nortica is diverse. This is partially due to the influx of people working in tech, but 
also after the civil war, Nortica refused to engage in the exchange of populations between Coastlandia and 
Lockivo and welcomed all former Shellumbrians. 75% of the population is urban.
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Protection of Victims of Armed Conflicts 

GC I-IV  Convention (I) for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and 

Sick in Armed Forces in the Field. Geneva, 1949. Convention (II) for the 

Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members 

of Armed Forces at Sea. Geneva, 1949. Convention (III) relative to the 

Treatment of Prisoners of War. Geneva, 1949.  

Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War. 

Geneva, 1949. 

AP I  Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, and relating to the 

Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts. Geneva, 1977. 

AP II  Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, and relating to the 

Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts. 1977. 

AP III Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, and relating to the 

Adoption of an Additional Distinctive Emblem. Geneva, 2005. 

CRC & Opt. 
Prot. 

Convention on the Rights of the Child. New York, 1989. Optional Protocol to 

the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of Children in 

Armed Conflict. New York, 2000. 

International Organizations  

UN Charter   Charter of the United Nations, San Francisco, 1945.  

ICC Statute   Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. Rome, 1998.  

Rights and Duties on Land and Sea  

Hague Cv. IV   Laws and Customs of War on Land, Den Haag, 1907.  

Hague Cv. V    Respecting the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers and Persons in Case of 

War on Land, Den Haag, 1907.  

Hague Cv. XIII    Concerning the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers in Naval War, Den Haag, 1907.  

Protection of Cultural Property  

Hague Cv.    Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed 

Conflict. Den Haag, 1954.   

Hague Prot.    Protocol to the Hague Convention of 1954 for the Protection of Cultural 

Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, Den Haag, 1954.   

Hague Prot.   Second Protocol to the Hague Convention of 1954 for the Protection of 

Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, Den Haag, 1999.  
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Misc.

ICCPR    International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. New York, 1966.  

ICESCR    International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, 1966.  

CAT & Opt. Prot.    Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading 

Treatment or Punishment, 1984. Optional Protocol to the Convention Against 

Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, 

2002.  

Treaty Law   Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1969.  

Gen. Conv.   Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 1948.  

Weapons Conventions  

Gas. Prot.    Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other 

Gases, and Warfare. Geneva, 1925.  

ICESCR    Conv. On the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of 

Bacteriological and Toxin Weapons and on their Destruction. 1972.  

CCW   
Prot. I   
Prot. II   
Prot. III   
Prot. IV   
Prot. Iia   
Prot. V 

Convention on the Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain 

Conventional Weapons which may be deemed to be Excessively Injurious 

or to have Indiscriminate Effects. Geneva, 1980. Protocol on non-detectable 

Fragments (I). Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Mines, 

Booby-traps and Other Devices (I). Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions 

on the Use of Incendiary Weapons (III). Protocol on Blinding Laser Weapons. 

Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Mines, Booby-Traps 

and Other Devices as amended on 3 May 1996. Protocol on Explosive 

Remnants of War. 2003.  

CWC   Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling 

and Use of Chemical Weapons and on their Destruction. Paris 1993.  

AP Mine   Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer 

of Anti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction. Oslo, 1997.  

Cluster Convention on Cluster Munitions. 2008. 

UN ATT Arms Trade Treaty 24 December 2014. 
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Nortica Lockivo Coastlandia Westphalia

GC I-IV   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

AP I   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

AP II   Signed   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

AP III         Ratified   Ratified  

CRC      Ratified        

Opt. Prot.      Ratified        

UN Charter   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

ICC Statute   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Hague Cv. IV   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Hague Cv. V   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Hague Cv. XIII   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Hague Cv.   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Hague Prot.      Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Hague Prot.   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

ICCPR   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified     

ICESCR   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified     

CAT   Signed   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

CAT Opt. Prot.      Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Treaty Law   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Gen. Conv.   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Gas. Prot.         Ratified     

BWC         Ratified     

CCW   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  
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Prot. I   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Prot. II   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Prot. III   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Prot. IV   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Prot. IIa      Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Prot. V      Ratified        

CWC   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified     

AP Mine         Ratified     

Cluster      Ratified   Ratified     

UN ATT   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  
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Background 
The Earth2Sea Party is a major Lockivoan political party. The 
party was founded in 1992 by Shenaia Moore in response to 
increasing climate activity. The party’s main objective is to 
push aggressive climate legislation in order to combat the 
threats of climate change.  
 
The Earth2Sea Party began as a fringe political movement, 
but has increasingly won more seats in parliament. The 
party won 15 seats in the April 2018 election, which was 
sufficient to make them a power player in the Lockivoan
political scene. As a result of Earth2Sea’s surprising 
win, Prime Minister Elsa Newburry has allied with Earth2Sea 
in order to form a governing coalition. The coalition has been 
largely successful in balancing the interests of the 75% of 
citizens that reside in rural Lockivo and of the 25% of citizens 
that reside in urban populations.  
 
 
Ideology 
Earth2Sea’s aim is to ensure protection for the Kibanalulu Rainforest. Many Lockivoans 
have innhabited the Kibanalulu rainforest for generations, throughout the 1946 Shellumbrian 
Civil War. Since the war, Lockvio has had to rely heavily on agriculture and farming. Lockivo 
used to have access to the Westovian Sea, but has not been able to secure an agreement to 
lease a port from Coastlandia. Thus, the economy had to shift to land-based means for 
economic prosperity. 
 
The Kibanalulu Rainforest has faced major threats since the 1946 civil war, the primary threat 
being deforestation. Since Lockivo has had to make the transition to agriculture, more and more 
of the rainforest has been carved away to support farmland. The rainforest is key to the health 
of the Lockivoan agriculture industry. Dust from the Shara Desert in Nortico is blown up over 
the Alite Mountain Range and falls as nutrient-dense rain on the forest. The rain picks up more 
nutrients from the forest floor and flows down into the agricultural fields. Continued deforestation 
would hamper this nutrient flow and severely cut Lockivo’s yearly rain-fall totals. 
 
FreeTheSEA Scandal 
Early on in its existence, the party was accused of being the political wing of the organized 
armed group FreeTheSEA (FTC). Earth2Sea has consistently and strongly denied its connection 
to FTC and any group that uses violence. FTC started as a peaceful lobbying group founded by 
Ji-Hoon Garcia. The group was formed with the mission to push Coastlandia to comply with the 
peace agreement to grant Lockivo access to the sea.  
 
Recently, FTC has been involved in violent confrontations with Coastlandia. The group has been 
accused of sensitizing young Lockivoan and Coastlandian citizens online and recruiting fighters 
to engage in guerrilla warfare against the Coastlandian police and armed forces. Throughout the 
violence, Earth2SEA has held its position that it is not involved with FTC in any way, even though 
both groups seem to be advancing the same agenda.  

Earth2Sea Party (Lockivo) 

wikelpedia.org
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Coastlandian Daily Report 
Rights groups warn of overcrowding in Wallin Prison 
Rebecca Spinay, Coastlandian Daily Report Staff Writer  
 
13 September 2021 

Coastlandians for the Restoration of Sea Rights (CRSR), a youth protest group turned extremist, 
have recently suffered heavy losses after their simultaneous terrorist attacks on the anniversary 
of the 1951 Peace Agreement.  

In August Human Rights Vigilance reported that approximately 30 CRSR members were 
detained when the Coastlandian forces successfully regained control over police stations and 
freed the hostages, several of whom were related to the CRSR members themselves. There 
have been approximately 100 subsequent additional arrests of individuals thought to have been 
involved in the orchestration of these events or are otherwise affiliated with the CRSR.  

Even after several months have passed since the bulk of arrests, only half of the detainees have 
been charged with a crime. When asked about the basis for continuing the detention of the others, 
a government source, speaking on the condition of anonymity, stated that “there just is not enough 
evidence to charge these guys but they are far too dangerous to just let go.” Several family
 members have claimed that they have not been allowed to contact the detainees, many of 
whom are minors.  

Rights groups also claim that Wallin Prison, which was already at capacity with approximately 
400 Coastlandians serving their sentences there, is not a suitable location to detain the CRSR 
members. “With upwards of 100 or so additional detainees, we do not even need to see the prison 
to know that there is overcrowding in a prison that is notorious for its small cells,” said Alex 
Cogens, the Director of Human Rights Vigilance. 

The government of Coastlandia issued a public statement, underscoring that all detainees are 
being held “in accordance with applicable domestic and international legal standards.”  

When asked why reporters and non-governmental organizations were not permitted to observe 
the conditions of detention, the Government has retorted that “the applicable international law 
prohibits these particular prisoners from being made the subject of public curiosity.” 
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Sandbria Herald 
Opinion 

Fatal Attraction: How the FTC and CRSR enthralled our 
citizens through social media 
By Georgina Sulpizio 
September 13, 2021 

The Internet used to be a magical place where anyone could talk to anyone about anything from the 
comfort of their own home or local library.  An endless sea of knowledge always at our fingertips. 
 
BUT NO MORE! 
 
No longer a peaceful ocean of information, the Internet is now a windy, treacherous river where the 
naïve are constantly at risk of being dashed against the rocks and drowned. According to CyberWing 
(as regular readers know, these are Coastlandia’s most elite cyber security experts) the recent terrorist 
activities by “Coastlandians for the Restoration of Sea Rights,” or CRSR, were instigated by a 
sophisticated social media campaign by the infamous terrorist organization FreetheSea (FTC).  
Anonymous sources within the CyberWing said that for the last two years, the FTC has slowly 
groomed disgruntled Coastlandian citizens into becoming zealous CRSR terrorists mainly 
through ChirpPlace and other social media platforms such as Swiffter and QuickPic. 
 
BUT WHAT INTERNET SORCERY COULD THE FTC UNLEASH TO TRANSFORM OUR LOYAL 
CITIZENS INTO ANARCHIST DEMONS?! 
 
Masters of self-promotion and Boogle analytics, the FTC has regrettably successfully marketed 
itself as an organization dedicated to environmental activism.  By keeping its membership 
secret, Coastlandia has been unable to get social media platforms to believe that the FTC lieutenants 
rebranding themselves as climate activists are actually dangerous terrorists.  Thus, these 
lieutenants under sweet-sounding monikers like “Nereid2theRescue” and “SeaPatriot” have allowed 
the FTC to bypass social media’s alleged security controls and reinvent itself through promoting 
slick Hollywood-quality videos of beach cleanups.  In what seems like a blink of an eye, the FTC 
propaganda machine has flooded the Internet with watered-down versions of their ideology and 
amassed sympathizers from all over the globe.  Instead of laying down and resigning ourselves to 
be carried out to sea, we must fight back both online and offline to unmask the FTC and show the 
world who these water demons truly are! 

Georgiana Sulpizio has been a weekly opinion columnist with the Sandbria Herald since 2001 covering 
foreign and regional politics.  She was formerly a member of the editorial board and was the first woman 
to serve as the Sandbria Herald editorial page editor, from 1994-1998.    
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JOIN US LIVE AT 7PM when we sit down with the 
mysterious Seawing Commander JPX and learn more 
about the FTC’s cryptic claim to be able to “overrun 
the landlubber Coastlandians in 12 hours” with 
their “SUPREME SECRET SEAFORCE.”

Damien Clove
@damienclove • August 3rd, 2021

1.3k 3.7k 514

BREAKING: The FTC “Rock to the Sea” fundraising concert 
raises $1,951,000.00 in bitcoin.  Coastlandian finance 
officials so far thwarted in their attempts to trace the funds 
on the dark web.

Damien Clove
@damienclove • August 5th 2021

3.2k 9.2k 74k

Unnamed sources indicate that the FTC has somehow 
acquired 25 M1 Abrams (export version) from sympathetic, 
but unknown, foreign donors.  Should Coastlandia be 
scared?  

Damien Clove
@damienclove • August 1st, 2021

32k 1.2k 15k
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87% of Lockvio has been without power for 6 hours now 
with no respite in sight.  Large, angry crowds are gathering in 
downtown Gemzoo.  We are being told to advise everyone to 
stay in their homes. 

Myra Planx
@mplanx • September 5th, 2021

53k 12.2k 7k

21 hours of darkness.  Reports of failing backup generators 
with even the Children’s Hospital of Lockivo experiencing 
intermittent blackouts.  Unrest grows, with angry crowds 
demanding the election results.  PM Elsa Newbury and 
Gemzoo Police Chief Mortimer Bluge pled for calm in a 
joint press conference. 

Myra Planx
@mplanx • September 6th, 2021

1.3k 3.7k 514

BREAKING: 37 infants and 148 seniors dead after neo-natal 
units and respirators fail during blackouts.  PM promises an 
official inquiry as rioting in downtown Gemzoo grows.

Myra Planx
@mplanx • September 8th, 2021

3.2k 9.2k 74k
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GOVERNMENT INTELLIGENCE 
DOCUMENTS



SITUATION REPORT 
SUBJECT: Analysis of FreeTheSEA, a Lockivoan lobbying group  

Executive Summary: 
FreeTheSEA (“FTC” or “footsie”) has gained increasing support among 
Coastlandian youth, which are in turn entering into violent confrontations 
with Coastlandian authorities. 

Analysis: 
FreeTheSEA was founded by Ji-Hoon Garcia, whose family for generations 
had been proud fisher folk and were deprived of their traditional livelihood 
when Lockivo became landlocked following the 1951 peace agreement 
between Coastlandia and Lockivo.  

Mr. Garcia started the group as a peaceful organization with the goal of 
pushing Coastlandia to comply with the spirit of the peace agreement and 
grant Lockivo access to the sea. However, the group has become increasingly 
militant during the fish famines of 1954 and 1962. While initially targeting 
the Lockivo government for its complicity in denying Lockivoans their 
access to “the All-Mother-Sea,” beginning in the 1970s FTC began to 
target Coastlandia. FTC instigated violence at peaceful protests of meetings 
between Lockivo and Coastlandia and began a series of arsons and industrial 
sabotage of the Coastlandian fishing industry.  
 
With the help of an influx of small arms and light weapons from foreign 
governments, and growing ranks of militants rumored at one point to have 
reached several thousand, FTC was able to control swaths of Coastlandian 
territory along its border with Lockivo until the government took it back 
in 1972.   

CONFIDENTIAL
Sandbria



In the last few years FTC increasingly turned online to sensitize 
Lockivoaun and Coastlandian citizens to FTC issues and the primary 
mission of “reclaiming the sea” for Lockivo. At the same time, FTC continues 
to recruit fighters and has continued to engage in guerilla warfare against 
the Coastlandian police and armed forces with casualties on both sides 
adding up to several hundred per year. Since the beginning of the fighting 
between Coastlandia and FTC, several thousands of civilians on both sides 
of the border have been forced to flee with 1,233 still living in IDP camps 
in both countries.   

Coastlandian intelligence has uncovered evidence that some Earth2Sea 
campaign volunteers are members of FTC. Moreover, we have become 
increasingly wary of a dramatic, troubling rise in support among 
Coastlandian youth for FTC and siding with Lockivo in its quest to reclaim 
access to the sea.  Self-styled “Coastlandians for the Restoration of Sea Rights” 
(CRSR), have staged dramatic protests over the last few months.  These 
protests were not violent and there only arrests were due to blocking traffic 
and failing to get a permit.    
 
However, CRSR become more violent in the past few months. Please see 
attached situation report on CRSR extremism for further details and analysis.  
 
Recommendations: 
 
Communicate with Lockivo regarding FTC’s influence in Coastlandia. 
FTC must immediately cease their online recruitment tactics of 
Coastlandian youth. The Coastlandian Office of Home Affairs cannot 
take direction from a foreign terrorist group.  
 
Fakray Kavali 

Fakray Kavali 
Brigadier General,  
Coastlandian Army 
Commanding 
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I really liked your post on 1951 Peace 
Agreement anniversary!

RA

I know... It’s atrocious. Have you been 
keeping up with the protests?

My family didn’t want me getting involved, 
either, but I did anyway. You should join me 
and friends! We need all the help we can get 
getting the lazy Coastlandian government to 
do what they promised.

Message me on ThatApp if you decide you’re 
interested. I can talk to you about some ways 
we can make a difference. 

Thank you! Can you believe Coastlandia 
still hasn’t given Lockivo a lease... it’s
been 50 years!

Of course! It’s all over the news... I’m 
really proud of them for taking action. My 
family won’t let me go.

Hmm... I’ll definitely think about it! 

CHIRPLACE DM THREAD SHOWING RECRUITMENT EFFORTS 
Ray Arnold (RA): FreeTheSEA  

Sarah Harding (SH): Coastlandian Youth 

RA

RA

RA

SH

SH

SH
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SITUATION REPORT 
SUBJECT: Analysis of Coastlandians for the Restoration of Sea Rights 
(CRSR) extremism and tactics  

Executive Summary:  
The modus operandi of CRSR has changed from peaceful protests to violent 
extremism. CRSR is clearly aligned with FTC and are carrying out instructions 
posted anonymously by the latter on ChirpPlace and other online 
messaging boards.  

Analysis:  
CRSR, mainly composed of Coastlandian youth, was a loosely organized 
group that has traditionally supported Lockivo and its pursuit of reclaiming 
access to the sea. It has long been believed that they are affiliated with the 
organized armed group, FreeTheSea (FTC). Earth2Sea denies that FTC 
represents their military wing, but our intelligence strongly suggests that 
FTC is actually the military wing of Earth2Sea.  

Until recently, CRSR members’ activities were limited to non-violent protest. 
There have been several arrests of CRSR members in the past, but these 
have been limited to minor infractions or misdemeanors. 

This has changed dramatically, particularly in the months leading up to the 
70th anniversary of the 1951 Peace Agreement. Since early August of 2021, 
reports show that CRSR has succeeded in obtaining small arms and light 
weapons, likely smuggled into Coastlandia by foreign elements or produced 
using foreign 3D printing technology. They have also become increasingly 
organized, with the ability to carry out coordinated terrorist acts ranging 
from deadly attacks targeting soft targets to incidents where police buildings 
and checkpoints have been temporarily overrun.  

CONFIDENTIAL
Sandbria



On September 5th, 2021, CRSR members forcibly took control of 
approximately 300 vessels, mostly small boats belonging to our nationalized 
fishing industry, sailed them to the coast of Nortica, and set them all on fire. 
CRSR members in Coastlandia meanwhile overran three local police stations 
and a Coastlandian Fishing Fleet Recruiting Center. Upwards of 100 
government officials were taken hostage. An operation was carried out 
to free the hostages through a joint operation between security forces and 
police familiar with the layout of the stations. The operation resulted in the 
killing of 27 CRSR members and 48 injuries. Coastlandian forces suffered 
heavy casualties, with 14 killed and 28 injured. Thirty-three hostages were 
also killed, either intentionally by the CRSR members or as a result of the 
fighting that ensued during the rescue operation.  

Interrogations of detained CRSR members indicates that the FTC has 
significant influence, not only in the recruitment and radicalization of 
Coastlandian youth, but also in the planning and organization of terrorist 
acts. Coastlandian authorities were alarmed to discover FTC’s sophisticated 
online presence on ChirpPlace that slowly groomed disgruntled, disenchanted, 
or bored Coastlandian citizens and turned them into loyal militants of FTC.  

Recommendations:  
Countering violent extremism online is a priority. The individuals behind the 
anonymous posts which are fueling and instructing CRSR activities must be 
identified, detained and, where appropriate, prosecuted for their terrorist 
activities.

Fakray Kavali 

Fakray Kavali 
Brigadier General,  
Coastlandian Army 
Commanding
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Phone Call Transcript: 
[SEPTEMBER 4, 2021] Between Coastlandian President Fydor Akali and 
Lockivoan Prime Minister Elsa Newbury 
 
Pres. Akali: Madam Prime Minister, thank you very much for taking the time to speak 
with me.  

P.M. Newbury: The pleasure is mine, Mr. President.  

Pres. Akali: Prime Minister, our two countries have always had a tense relationship, but 
we have been able to work out our problems. I am afraid that I must come to you today 
with a favor to ask.  

P.M. Newbury: Indeed, my team has informed me that this might be a tough phone call. 
We have benefitted from a frank and constructive dialogue with you.  

Pres. Akali: You know the problem that we share - the FTC and their CRSR surrogates. 
 P.M. Newbury: […] 

Pres. Akali: Prime Minister, this has continued to be a national security issue 
for Coastlandia. Now the threat they pose has been amplified by their ability to recruit 
and poison the minds of our youth online.  

P.M. Newbury: […] Indeed.  

Pres. Akali: I am asking you to do something about this. You know the damage they 
have caused our country, to their own families. You must be aware of their increasing 
extremism.   

P.M. Newbury: We are doing our best to deal with the extremists. But this is a matter 
relating to our domestic affairs.  

Pres. Akali: With all due respect, Prime Minister, this is hardly a domestic matter at this 
point. We will take action if you do not. Is that understood?  

P.M. Newbury: As I said, we are on the same page here. We will deal with the matter 
the Lockivoan way.   

Pres. Akali: We are running out of patience. I hope I am understood.  

P.M. Newbury: You are.  

Pres. Akali: Thank you, Prime Minister. We will speak soon. Hopefully I will see you in 
person and we can discuss more hopeful matters.  
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SITUATION REPORT

SECRET - PRIORITY
TO: GEMZOO POLICE CAPT XI  DATE: SEPTEMBER 8, 2021  

FROM: LOCKIVO MILITARY HQ  TIME: 1430 LOCAL  LOCATION: GEMZOO, LOCKIVO 

The effects of Coastlandia’s attack continues to take a serious toll on 
Gemzoo.  The attack incapacitated the power supply for over 46 hours. The 
power outage affected voting machines and four hospitals. The power from the 
hospitals’ backup generators was insufficient to power all hospital functions. As 
a result, 37 infants in neo-natal units and 128 seniors attached to respirators 
died. 26 other individuals died due to delays in treatment when they were 
rerouted to other area hospitals. 300 other individuals died during the riots 
and chaos that occurred during the 46-hour blackout.  

Although power has been mainly restored, most of Gemzoo remains at a stand-
still.  Most local industry is depressed as grocery stores, pharmacies, banks, 
law offices, and retail outlets suffered serious damage in the looting and 
rioting in the hours immediately following the blackout. Over 90% of Gemzoo 
businesses remain closed either due to damage or out of fear of further 
looting.  We estimate it may take weeks for the area to return to normal. 

Rioting and looting in the city-center has for the most part died down, 
but restless crowds continue to grow outside the Children’s Hospital of 
Lockivo  and Gemzoo National Hospital. What started as a vigil for the thirty-
seven infants who died when their neo-natal units failed and 128 seniors when 
their respirators failed, has grown into a protest of how Lockivo has handled 
the attack.  The crowds outside government buildings, including PM Elssa 
Newburry’s office, have continued to grow as Gemzoo citizens demand that 
we make Coastlandia pay.   

The failure of the parliamentary elections to go forward as scheduled 
continues to foment unrest.  Many of the voting machines broke down after the 



power grid failed, and we anticipate it will take another two weeks before 
enough machines are fixed or replaced to support the rescheduled 
elections.  Two additional national guard units will be deployed to assist 
you prior to the PM’s speech this evening. 

We have received intelligence that online agitators, including those allegedly 
affiliated with the so-called FTC, are fueling unrest by accusing the PM’s 
Progressive Moderate Conservative party of “paralysis” in the face of what they 
view as a lack of response to the Coastlandian attack.  They are capitalizing 
on the political instability to spread panic, increase membership, and 
fundraise; Lockivo CyberCommand has thus far been unsuccessful in tracing 
their activities as they are adept at hiding in the dark web.  

We encourage you and your lieutenants to closely monitor ChirpPlace in order 
to better anticipate where riots and other unrest may erupt.  There are also 
rumors circulating ChirpPlace that undercover Coastlandian operatives 
(allegedly from the elite Squid Team 6) have infiltrated the protestors and are 
encouraging further unrest.  Be on the alert for suspicious behavior, and do not 
hesitate to take rioters and other hostile elements into custody if the safety of 
the public requires it, in line with proper procedures. 
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INBOX

PROMPT #1

Greetings,  
The terrorist organization, FreeTheSea (FTC, “Footsie”), has become increasingly 
violent in the past few weeks. The group started as a Lockivoan lobbying group, but 
can no longer be considered as such. FTC is aggressively recruiting Coastlandian youth 
to join them in their tactics.  There are rumors that FTC is the armed wing of the 
Lockivoan Earth2SEA party. Earth2SEA has vehemently denied these allegations.  
 
Coastlandian youth have formed a group called “Coastlandians for the Restoration of 
Sea Rights” (CRSR). They have been staging dramatic protests over the last few months. 
These protests have not been violent and the only arrests have been due to blocking 
traffic and failing to get a permit. However, on September 5th, 2021, which happened to 
be the anniversary of the signing of the 1951 Peace Agreement, CRSR hijacked over 300 
boats in the Coastlandian Fishing Fleet. There were several fatalities.  
 
The Minister of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) will be meeting with both the Minister of Defense 
(MoD) and President Akali at the end of the day, and she would like you to prepare a 
memo answering the following questions:  
 1. Do any of the CRSR and FTC actions constitute a prohibited use of force under 
    international law?   
 2. What responsibility under international law does Lockivo have for CRSR and 
     FTC’s actions?  
 3. At what point in the tensions would events be considered an armed conflict?  

As this will be a relatively short meeting, please keep your response brief no more 
than 1,000 words (excluding any headings and citations). Remember, clear and concise 
communication is the key.  

Sincerely,  
Director of International Law Division, Coastlandian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

TOP SECRET

TO: Coastlandian Office of Foreign Affairs, International Law Division, Public International Law Team

RE: Urgent Use of Force Analysis
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INBOX

PROMPT #2

Greetings,  
 
As you may know already, the situation unfolding in Coastlandia and Lockivo is one of 
concern. Neither nation has officially declared war. The fact that FreeTheSea (“FTC” or 
“Footsie”) and Coastlandians for the Restoration of Sea Rights (“CRSR”) are also perpe-
trating violence is also greatly concerning. 
 
Both nations have consulted us regarding the conflict. Malcolm Grant, Director of Conflict 
Zone Analysis, has a meeting with Mr. Peter Maurer and Mr. Gilles Carbonnier tomorrow 
evening. Mr. Grant is working on a presentation for Mr. Maurer and Mr. Carbonnier, during 
which he will be discussing the various armed conflicts in the region.   
 
Mr. Grant has requested that you prepare a memo answering the following questions: 
 1. Please identify and classify any armed conflicts that exist in and around 
     Lockivo and Coastlandia. Make sure to identify the parties.     
 2. If no armed conflict exists yet, what should we look for to determine when   
      events have crossed that threshold?  
 3. What protections, if any, do the CRSR members have under the international 
     humanitarian law that exists under treaty law?  

As this will be a relatively short meeting, please keep your response brief no more 
than 1,000 words (excluding any headings and citations). Remember, clear and concise 
communication is the key.  
  

Sincerely,  
Claire Statler, Director of International Committee of the Red Cross Legal Advisor Team  

TOP SECRET

TO: International Committee of the Red Cross Legal Advisors

RE: Urgent Armed Conflict Classification
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